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BUSINESS BRIEF
Internet of Things Solutions

Offload Risk with a One of a Kind  
Compliance-as-a-Service IoT Solution

Together, Intel, Dell and ELM are empowering businesses to simplify compliance, mitigate 
risk, and increase efficiency with ELM FieldSight*.

Challenge 
Managing compliance is more important than ever before, but also more 
challenging
Companies across industries are facing the ever-growing challenge to maintain 
compliance. Failure to do so too often results in irreparable damage to brand and 
stock, as well as incredible costs from fines, penalties and lawsuits. E Coli and 
Listeria outbreaks within large food retailers are just two recent examples where 
companies have suffered immense damage to their brands and financials due to 
failure to comply with regulations and implement necessary risk management 
measures. Within the energy industry, EPA violations are distributed on a daily 
basis for failure to comply with stringent pollution and energy efficiency mandates. 

Even so, many companies are resigned to pay the costs of non-compliance, because 
the effort to manually maintain compliance is so great. Mandates such as the Food 
Safety Modernization Act, Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act require regulatory 
compliance and risk management in near-real-time and the rate at which new 
mandates are implemented creates an ever-moving target.

Companies must find a way to reduce their risk and alleviate the pain of 
compliance monitoring
The US Office of Management and Budget estimated that it took 9.8 billion  
man-hours for businesses to complete Federally required paperwork in 2015,  
while the latest study from the Competitive Enterprise Institute states that annual 
US regulatory compliance and economic impact costs total $1.8 trillion – or 
$20,000 for every American worker.

Companies need a solution that can automate tedious compliance processes and 
mitigate the costs of non-compliance.

Only FieldSight* from Intel, Dell, and ELM enables companies to offload risk with 
a one of a kind Compliance-as-a-Service IoT solution that puts them in control
ELM FieldSight is the only CaaS IoT monitoring solution that guarantees compliance 
monitoring with built-in indemnification and liability insurance – enabling 
businesses to simplify compliance, mitigate risk, and increase efficiency.
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Business Benefits
ELM FieldSight can add value to any company with a 
compliance organization, risk management department, 
or any manual process involving asset monitoring, data 
retention, and reporting. Businesses can take advantage of 
this one-of-a-kind solution to unlock crucial benefits to their 
business:

Proven Results

Marina and 100 homes in the Caribbean implemented 
the ELM FieldSight IoT solution to further their go-green 
initiative
• Cut harmful emissions by 90%1

• Save money by switching to efficient, renewable 
energy

• Improve community image
• Avoid grid downtime or power “blips”
• Have a positive environmental impact 

Where to Get More Information
For more information on ELM FieldSight visit 
www.fieldsight.com

To learn more about Dell IoT offerings and the Dell IoT 
Gateway, visit www.dell.com/iot and  
www.dell.com/iotgateway 

To see the latest Intel technology for IoT visit 
intel.com/iot

Business Drivers and Desired Outcomes
Business Drivers
Businesses are looking for solution that enables them to 
simplify compliance in a convenient, intelligent, and more 
secure way - alleviating the incredible costs and countless 
work hours required for risk management, and reducing the 
risk of non-compliance.

Desired Outcomes
• Eliminate manual compliance checks through automation
• Help reduce audits, bad publicity & liability due to

compliance failure
• Cut the regulatory paperwork burden
• Help avoid loss or damage to products

Solution Overview
The ELM FieldSight solution is a complete Compliance-as-
a-Service, or “CaaS” solution that provides a single source 
for smart asset monitoring and control. It’s power efficient 
performance is driven by an Intel-based Dell gateway which 
gathers, homogenizes, and filters data from customer assets 
in real time. Relevant information is automatically reported 
to a single cloud-hosted portal enabling businesses with 
actionable data viewpoints.

ELM FieldSight differentiates itself through its compliance 
monitoring guarantee— ELM FieldSight is the only CaaS 
solution that guarantees its compliance monitoring with 
built-in indemnification and liability insurance against 
damages caused by solution failure, including fines and 
penalties. As a true CaaS solution, ELM requires zero up-front 
capex, instead offering low & manageable monthly payments 
with available financing from Dell financial services. And this 
solution is sensor and network agnostic, integrating easily 
with 3rd party cloud, sensors, software,  
and equipment.

Solution Components
• Dell Edge Gateway*
• Intel Atom® processors
• ELM FieldSight Software
• FieldSight Cloud & Portal

1  Dell, Case study: Reducing pollution by going green on a commercial level, 2016
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Simplify Compliance
• Automate compliance and eliminate manual 

processes

• Quickly snap to new mandates

• Shorten 3rd party audits

Minimize Risk
• Protect your brand with world class QA

• Eliminate liability for process deviations

• Back monitoring and reporting with integrated 
insurance

Increase Efficiency
• Optimize resource allocation

• Reduce insurance and liability costs

• Extend the solution to support future use cases


